
 
 
 

HAVE YOU BEEN WATERING YOUR TREES? 

 

 
 
 
 
Last fall I wrote an article about watering your trees because we had a very dry fall and it 
is important for trees to be well watered going into the winter.  We did receive some very 
good rains in November and early December which were very beneficial to the trees.  
Since that time it has been very dry with uncharacteristically mild temperatures.  If you 
haven’t watered your trees recently, you may want to check the soil around it, to see if it 
is dry.  While we have had some cold temperatures, the warmer temperatures have kept 
the soil from freezing, so the ground around the trees should be able to take water.  
Unlike annual plants, there is still activity below the surface and trees roots are still 
growing during and need water during the winter to survive. 
 
While it is difficult to tell if a deciduous tree is under drought stress in the winter, 
sometimes the needles on evergreens will turn yellow or the tips of the needles brown.  
Check the soil around the tree with a screw driver or digging tool.  If the top 2-3” of the 
soil are dry, your tree should probably be watered.  It is best to water slow so the soil is 
well watered in the top 12 inches.  As a rule of thumb, trees should have about 10 gallons 
of water for every one inch in diameter for each watering.  If the tree has a diameter of 10 
inches, you should give it 100 gallons of water.  It is also recommended to water around 
the tree to the drip line (the ground beneath the tree where the leaf canopy ends) 
for deciduous trees and one third past the drip line for coniferous trees.   
 
Young and newly planted trees (those planted within the last 3-years) are the most 
susceptible to drought stress.  They do not have the extensive root system of established 
trees to draw moisture from the soil.  If the ground doesn’t freeze and it remains dry, they 
should be checked and watered if needed every 14-20 days.  For older trees, watering 
them every 20 – 30 days should be sufficient.  If trees are stressed due to lack of water 
during the winter, they will be more susceptible to insect pests and diseases next summer. 
 
This has been a very mild winter, but we have been getting some colder weather and a 
little snow recently.  It looks like we will have some temperatures above freezing in the 
next week so you should be able to water if needed.  It is best to water when the 
temperatures are 40o F or above around midday to allow soil to take up water before 
temperatures drop below freezing.  Also remember to disconnect the hose from the 
hydrant after watering because if left unconnected it could break a waterline.  Drain and 
put away your hose as well, in the event we get a snow storm.  If you have questions, feel 
free to contact me at the Nemaha County Extension office at (402) 274-4755.           
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